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Using BrainPOP and BrainPOP Jr. at Home

Breakfast WitH 
BrainPOP 

Play a BrainPOP or BrainPOP Jr. movie and have your child complete the quiz 
during your morning routine. It is a great way to introduce a new topic, review 
a concept from school, or explore a current event in a complete yet concise 
way. 

BrainPOP On tHe GO In the car, yard, or house, kids can take BrainPOP anywhere they want! The 
BrainPOP Featured Movie and BrainPOP Jr. Movie of the Week apps regularly 
deliver fresh movies, quizzes, and bonus features right to your mobile device.  

sqUare One Need to select or research a topic for a school project? Have your child use 
BrainPOP or BrainPOP Jr. as a safe and reliable source.

BeyOnd tHe MOvies With BrainPOP and BrainPOP Jr., movies are just the beginning. From games 
to engaging graphic organizers, all of BrainPOP’s features help bring learning 
to life at home.

rainy day? HOOray! Does the weather have you down? Let your child choose a fun movie, game, 
or activity from our expansive collection of educational content on BrainPOP 
and BrainPOP Jr.  

COnGratUlatiOns! Use BrainPOP and BrainPOP Jr. movies as a rewarding incentive for positive 
behavior or the completion of chores and homework!

test yOUr 
knOWledGe 

Allow your child to occasionally take the quiz before watching the movie. This 
will call attention to main ideas and important details that are covered.

PaUse POints Stop the movie after the student letter is read by Tim, or each question is 
read by Annie, and have your child share what they already know about the 
topic.

tiM’s t-sHirts Does your child have a flair for fashion? Let them create their own curriculum 
themed t-shirts like Tim’s. These can be created on construction paper or kick 
it up a notch and allow them to use fabric paint on inexpensive t-shirts.

tHe PerfeCt 
aPPetizer 

Only a few minutes until dinner? Show a BrainPOP or BrainPOP Jr. movie and 
soak up some serious learning in a short amount of time!

…Or dessert! Play a BrainPOP or BrainPOP Jr. movie after dinner for the whole family! Take 
the quiz and try out some of the additional activities together. You might be 
surprised with what your child teaches you!
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